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Scope of the Research Project – Our Aims 

• Goal 1: Identifiying current challenges of implementing moblity education in early 

childhood and elementary school education  accomplished

• Goal 2: Developing teaching and learning materials in cooperation with educators 

(kindergarten and elementary school)  in progress 

• Goal 3: Qualifying students of elementary school education and transport planning 

in progress 



Scope of the Research Project – Our Methods

Goal 1: Identifiying current challenges of implementing moblity education

• Interviews and document analysis

Goal 2: Developing teaching and learning materials

• Workshops, feedback sessions, online questionnaire

Goal 3: Qualifying students of elementary school education

• University classes, study projects



Selected Findings of the Interviews and Document Analysis  

Current challenges for educators:

• Lacking human and financial resources

• Educators lacking qualification concerning mobility education

• Structural challenges of the German educational system

• Lacking guidelines/requirements for mobility education in early childhood education

• …

Teaching and learning resources in Berlin

• Focus on safety issues and independent mobility

• Sustainable mobility, design of transport and urban spaces and the future of transport 

are rarely touched upon 



The Trouble with Traffic Safety Education

• put the responsibility of safety in the 

hands of the children

• do not consider childhood development 

and the physical abilities of children

• ignore the role of urban design in 

creating traffic (un)safety. 

Many (not all) of the programmes and learning resources…
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Mobility Education



Mobility Education



Berlin Model for Mobility Education

Stiller et al. (2023)



mobiLogbuch – Our Educational Package

mobiLogbuch

target group: children aged 3 -12 years

Manual

target group: educators

Impulse Cards

target group: children and educators

+ +



mobiLogbuch – Our Educational Package

Background

• Expansion of the mandatory bike training

• Complexity of children‘s mobility patterns 

• Consideration of all dimensions of mobility education

Goals: 

• Enable children to document their experiences and skills related to mobility 

• Motivate them to discover new aspects of mobilty 

Target group:

• Kindergarten and elementary school children + educators



mobiLogbuch

Structure and how to use it

• Section1: structured pages

• Section 2: semi-structured pages

• Section 3: unstructured pages



mobiLogbuch

Structure and how to use it

• Section1: structured pages

• Moving on foot, moving on wheels, moving on bike, using public transport



mobiLogbuch

Structure and how to use it

• Section 2: semi-structured pages

• 16 topics: ‚my neighbourhood‘, ‚my routes‘‚ ‚future visions‘, ‚technology‘, etc.



mobiLogbuch

Structure and how to use it

• Section 3: unstructured pages

• Blank pages for individual ideas



Manual for Educators

Section A Introduction and Theory

• Brief history of urban and transport planning

• Goals of mobility education

• Participation of children in urban planning

Section B: Practical Advice

• Each of the 16 topics of the mobiLogbuch (on foot, on wheels,

my neighbourhood, etc.) is described on 2-4 pages

• Ideas for implementation

• Weblinks to further materials, programmes, resources 

Section C: Instructions

• Detailed descriptions of selected methods



Sample of the Manual for Educators



Sample of the Manual for Educators



Detailed Descriptions of Various Methods



Impulse cards

• Every topic in the mobiLogbuch 

has matching impulse cards

• Scaffolding for children:

• Front: impulse questions

• Back: explanation

• Supports self-regulated learning

• Cards can serve educators as a 

conversation starter



Wrap Up

Comprehensive mobility education in the meaning of the Berlin Model for Mobility 

Education 

 Enables children to assert their right to participate according to the UN Convention 

on the Rights of the Child

 Acknowledges the need for a transformation of the transport sector and thus 

challenges car-centered planning and education

 → The mobiLogbuch, which is currently being evaluated and subsequently adapted 

to the needs of children and educators, offers the possibility of providing 

comprehensive mobility education for four- to twelve-year-old children. 



Thank you for your attention!

For more information on our project, our latest findings and theoretical reflections see

https://mobild.hypotheses.org

(so far only in German)

https://mobild.hypotheses.org/
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